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ABSTRACT: The equation for the unperturbed mean-square radius of gyration (S2) 0 of 
copolymers was obtained for two cases by using the rotational isomeric method. For one case 
we assumed that the total mass of each structural unit of chain was situated on the skeletal atom. 
And for the other case we considered the deviation of the center of mass of each structual unit 
from each skeletal atom. 
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Flory and his coworkers1 ' 2 have derived the 
unperturbed chain dimension of real chains using 
the rotational isomeric model and information 
about the conformational energy for the skeletal 
bonds. Using this method, the unperturbed chain 
dimension was calculated for many kinds of real 
chains composed of one component. This method 
was applied to copolymers, and the mean-square 
end-to-end distance of unperturbed chains with 
independent rotation potentials, such as polypep
tides, was calculated by Flory and his coworkers3 

and by Tanaka and Nakajima. 4 Flory and his 
coworkers calculated the composition dependence 
of the characteristic ratio <R2) 0/nl 2 for random co
polypeptide chains composed of glycine, L-alanine, 
and o-alanine, and the structure dependence of 
<R2) 0/nl 2 for Markoffian copolypeptide chains 
composed of the same components. Tanaka and 
Nakajima 4 carried out a similar calculation for 
copolypeptide chains composed of glycine, L
alanine, o-alanine, and their N-substituted amino 
acids. 

Scholtes has treated the unperturbed mean
square radius of gyration of block and graft copoly
mers using random flight statistics. However, 
the specificity of the individual real chains cannot 
be allowed for in his equations. The unperturbed 
mean-square radius of gyration of copolymers de
pend on the mass of the atoms which make up the 

chains, so they cannot be calculated by Flory's equa
tion for simple chains. We tried to apply the rota
tional isomeric method to such copolymers, and ob
tained the equation for the unperturbed mean-square 
radius of gyration of copolymers for two cases. 
In one case the total mass of each structual unit of 
a chain is situated on the skeletal atom. In the 
other case there is a deviation of the center of mass 
of each structual unit from the skeletal atom be
cause of the mass of the atoms on the long side 
chain. 

APPLICATION TO COPOLYMER CHAINS. I. 

A copolymer chain which is composed of n+ 1 
skeletal atoms (structual units) is considered as a 
model. The mass of the i-th skeletal atoms is ai. 
The vector from the i-th atom to the j-th atom is 
ri;- Scholtes applied the theorem of Lagrange to 
this copolymer chain, and obtained eq 1 as the 
mean-square radius of gyration in the unperturbed 
state: 

where M represents the total mass of the copolymer 

" chain, i. e., M = .E ai. The suffix O in eq 1 indi-
i=o 

cates the unperturbed state. Using the rotational 
isomeric model, Flory found eq 2 for <d1)o: 
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< 2 > 2z-1J *u Iii [E O]A(j-i)[ 0 ]ul,n-j)J I rij o= v 1 v i+l Ev J+l v 

( 2) 

where Z is the partition function of this chain and 
is represented by the statistical weight matrix U; 
commected with skeletal bond i. 

Z=Jv *U1 1"' 1J/ 
Iv* is defined as the row vector consisting of v 

elements, the first element being unity and all the 
succeeding elements being zero. J v' is defined as 
the column vector consisting of v elements, all 
elements being unity. Symbolism of the type 

Aj{1il (see ref 1) indicates the serial product of the 
type A;+1Ai+2 • · • Aj, 0 is the rectangular null 
matrix of the appropriate dimension. Ev is the 
unit matrix of the order v. A; is the 5 x 5 matrix 
related to bond i, ans is represented by eq 3: 

[
u (U@l 1) II r II ([ 2/2)U 

A;= 0 (U@E3) II T II U@l 

0 0 U 

( 3 ) 

1/ and /; are the row and column vector from the 
i-1-th atom to the i-th atom, respectively; that 
is, the superscript t of l; t means the transposed form 
of vector l;. The original index i appended to the 
bracket is understood to apply to the quantities 
within. X@Y represents the direct product be
tween matrix X and Y. II T; II is a pseudo diagonal 
matrix of order 3v@3v, and is represented by the 
following equation: 

II T; II =[T(l) . · . o j 
0 T(v) i 

where T;(k) represents the coordinate transforma
tion matrix when the rotational state of bond i is 
k. 

From eq 1 and 2, we obtain 

<S2) 0=(2/M)Z-1J/ ,EI; U/i 1[Ev O]a;A;t°;' 
Osi<jsn 

X [;Ja1UJ+1j1 J/ ( 4) 

Representing matrix P;, and Q1 by the following 
equations, 

P;=[Ev O]a; 

Qj=[;Ja1 
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eq 4 is expressed as follows: 

<S2)0 

=(2/M2)Z-1Jv* ,EI; U/; 1PiA;{-;_i'QjUj+1j'Jv' 
O:S;.i<j:s;;.n 

( 5) 

As matrices P and Q have indices i and j, respec
tively, the double sum in eq 5 cannot be summed in 
the same manner as for a simple chain. But, 
using eq 6 instead of eq 52 of Chapter 4 in ref 1, 
we can obtain the double sum: 

( 6) 

where 

[U UP O] 
F;= 0 A AQ 

0 0 U i 

( 7) 

We cannot define the state of rotation for the 
1st skeletal bond and the n-th skeletal bond, so 
U1=U,,,=Ev, The 0-th skeletal bond does not 
exist, so the rotational state of that bond cannot 
be defined. But, for convenience's sake, we define 
U0 =Ev, Substituting eq 7 into eq 5, we obtain 

<S2) 0=(2/M2)Z-1J1:F/"'+11 Jrv ( 8) 

where JL is the column vector comprising (k-l)v 

zeros followed by v elements equal to unity. We 
rewrite eq 7 to the following equation: 

F,{ 
au 0 0 

(l'/:)aU l u (U@zt) II Tl[ ([2/2)U 

0 (U@E3) II Tl[ U@l aU@l 

0 0 u au 

0 0 0 u i 

( 9) 

The matrix F; contains all the required information 
relating to skeletal bond i and skeletal unit i. By 
eq 8, we can calculate the unperturbed dimension 
of a copolymer chain whose sequential distribu
tion is known. 

For the case of independent rotational chains, 
the rotation of a skeletal bond does not depend 
on the rotation of its adjacent bonds, so that we 
obtain the following simple results: 

<S2)0=(2/M2)J/Goln+1IJ7 (10) 

where 
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[

1 a 

0 1 

Gi= 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 

l<T> 
<T> 

0 

0 

(11) 

Matrix <Ti> is the statistical average of the matrix 
Ti, where the statistical average is carried out for 
the rotational states of skeletal bond i. 

APPLICATION TO COPOLYMER 
CHAINS. II. 

A copolymer chain which is composed of n+l 
statistical units is considered as a model. The 
structural unit i is composed of Pi+ 1 atoms. The 
skeletal bond of the structural unit i is represented 
by (i, 0), and the other atoms of it are represented 
by (i, 1), · · · , (i, p,), respectively. The center of 
mass of structural unit i is G, *. The vectors from 
the skeletal atom (i, 0) to Gi * and to atom (i, k) 
are respectively, /,* and r1k- The mass of atom 
(i, k) is a;,1c, and the mass of structural unit i is a;. 

Then, 

Pi+l 

a,= I: ai,k. 
k=l 

Applying the theorem of Lagrange to this copoly
mer chain, we obtain eq 12 as the mean-square 
radius of gyration in the unperturbed state. (See 
Appendix.) 

<S 2>0 =(l/M)2 I: I: a;a3<r~i> 
05,;i<j~n 

-(2/M2) I:I: aiai<l.*·l/> 
o,,;i<j,,;n 

in Pi 2 

+(1/M) I: I: a;,k<r;*."> 
i=O k=O 

(12) 

The first term of eq 12 corresponds to eq 1, that 
is the equation based on the assumption that the 
total mass of the structural unit is situated on the 
skeletal atom. The 2nd, 3rd, and 4-th terms are 
the revised terms caused by the mass of the atoms 
on the long side chain. The 2nd term of eq 12 is 
rewritten into 

(2/M2) I: I: aiai<rw I/> 
o,,;i<j,,;,,. 

-(2/M2) I:I: aiai<rwl.*>. 
0:'{,i<j~n 
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We represent the first term of the former equa
tion by b1, and the second term by -b2 , for con
venience's sake. 

The term b1 is obtained by the following method. 
When the rotational states of bond j and bond 
j+l are, respectively, and I;, we represent !/ 
by IJ,oc· The statistical mechanical average of 
Ii* over all configurations of the side chain is 
represented by 71..c- And we defined I/ by eq 13: 

[
f/:11 • • • l/:1v 7 

i/= ......... J 
l/;,1 • • • ~; •• 

(13) 

Ii* is expressed in the coordinate system of the 
bond j + 1. Then, (/" · !/> is represented by the 
following equation: 

<h· li *>=Z-1J. *u/"-11(E.@l"1) 

x [(U@E3) II T llh{j-k+ll [ij *0ui+1Ju}'t-;;j-l) J.' 
(14) 

where 

Using the relation between rii and h, i.e., T;j= 
j 

I: lk, <rwl/> is represented by the following 
k=i+l 

equation: 
j 

<rwl/>= I: z-1J.*ui'"- 11 (E.@l"1) 
k=i+l 

x [(U@E3) II r llhlj-k+ll [Ij *0uj+1]U}%:j-i>J.' 

The sum in this equation is obtained by using the 
following matrix, H,: 

ll·=[u (U@/ 1
) II r II] 

> 0 (U@E3) II Tl[ i 

Thus, 

Using this equation, we obtain b1 : 

(16) 

where 
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lU; a;U; 

0 U; 
K;= 

0 0 

0 0 

0 

( U;(?)l; *1) II T; II 

(U/f9Es) II T; II 

0 

Then, the term b2 is obtained by the following 
method. We define matrix iv/ by eq 18: 

Using eq 18, we have 

<1;*-r;j)=z-11, *u/i 1[N; *0ui+l](E,®li+1) 

X Ul+2i-tlJ/ + t z-1J/U/; 1 

k=i+2 

(18) 

X [N; *0V;+1] II T;+1 II [(U®Es) II T IIJ;t-;_i-2I 

X(E,(8)h)Uk 1n-k+1IJ/ (19) 

We define 

lui U;[Ni *0Ui+l] II Ti+lll 

Wi= 0 (Ui+l®Es) II Ti+! II 
0 0 

0 0 

The 3rd term of eq 12 is obtained by the fol
lowing method. Then, we have 

<l/·l/)=Z-1J/U/i 1[fv/0ui+1] II Ti+lll 

X [(U®Es) II T IIJlt--;i-ll[fj *0u1+1]uJ;-;_H 11v' 

where we have defined [(U®Es)IITll]l~2=Ea, for 
simplicity in expression. Using this equation, we 
obtain 

(2/M2) aia1<1/l/) 
0-S:.i<jS:.n 

=(2/M2) z-1J, *u/i 1ai[N/0Ui+i] 
0S.i<j5:.n 

XII Ti+! II [(U®Ea) I[ T IIJ;t--;i-tl 

X a1[L1 *0U1+dUJ+21-'1 J/ (24) 

Using matrix C;, the double sum of eq 24 is also 
obtained. Thus, 

(2/M2) aia1<l/l/) 
OS.i<j:;:;,n 

=(2/M2)Z-1J5!Co 1n+1iJ5~, (25) 

where 
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a;(U;@l/ 1
) II ;i 11 [i/0Ui+!l~ 

a;(U;@Ea) II T; II [i/OUi+l] 

Ui+1 

V I =[II T II E,®/] 
k O U k 

(17) 

(20) 

V =[(U®Ea) II TII (E,(8)/)U] (2l) 
k O U k 

Substituting eq 20 and 21 into eq 19, we obtain 

Thus, using this equation, we obtain 

h2=(2/M2)z-l J6~ Wo In+) J6~v 

where 

Ui[Ni *®Ui+l](E,®li+1) 

(E,®li+l)Ui+I 

Ui+I 

0 

(22) 

(23) 

uia;[Ni *0ui+1l II Ti+1 II 

(Ui+l®Ea) II Ti+! II 
0 

ai[Li~Ui+l]] 
ui+l 

(26) 

The vector IJ, 0 c in eq 13 and the last term of eq 
12 can be calculated by a simple method, if the 
structure of the side chain is known. Thus, using 
eq 8, 16, 22, and 25, eq 12 is rewritten to give the 
final result, eq 27. 

<S2)0=(2/M2)z-1J1 *Fo inrn JI,, 
-(2/M2)z-1Js * Wo in+u Jl,, 
+ (2/ M 2)z-l J6 * Ko I n+l I la~ V 

-(2/M2)Z-1J5 *Co In+!) Jl, 
n Pi 2 

+(l/M) ai,k<rt k) (27) 
i=O k=O 

Then, we calculate 7t, 0 c and the last term of eq 
12 using a model of structural units. This model 
is shown in Figure 1. We assume that a structural 
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(i,3) 

(i-1,0) (i+l,O) 

Figure 1. A side chain model which has no branching 
composed of more than two bonds. 

unit has a long side chain and that the side chain 
has no branching composed of more than two 
bonds. These assumptions are very reasonable for 
analysing real chains such as vinyl polymers and 
polypeptides. The skeletal bonds of side chain 
i are represented by symbols (i, 1), · · · , and 
(i, q ;) towards the end of the side chain, respectively. 
And the atoms attached to the skeletal atom 
(i, h-1) of side chain i is represented by symbols 
(i, h, 0), · · · , and (i, h, a;,h). For real chains, 
a;,h takes on the value 0, 1, or 2. The atom 
(i, h, 0) is the skeletal atom (i, h) of the side chain. 
Thus, we obtain the relation 

q; 

p;= I; (a;,h+l) 
h=l 

between p; and q 1• The vectors from the atom 
(i, h-l) to the atom (i, h, g) and to the atom (i, h) 

are, respectively, l;,h,u and li,h· The vector from 
the atom (i, 0) to the atom (i, h,g) is rt,h,u· The 
mass of atom (i, h, g) is a;,h,u, and a;,h,o=a;,h. 
From eq A7, we obtain the side chain vector 
-* 
l;,<1;, 

q · IX. k 

lfec=(l/a;) 2: I; llt,k,urfk,u (28) 
k=l g=O 

where 
Qi ai,k 

a;= I; I; a;,k,u 
k=lg=O 

Then, 

(
k-1 ) 

rfk, 9 = I; l;,h +lt,k,u 
h=l 

(29) 
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We define T;,k as the matrix which transforms a 
vector represented in the coordinate system of 
bond (i, k+ 1) (i.e., reference frame (i, k+ 1)) into 
that represented in the coordinate system of bond 
(i, k). And T;, 0 is the transformation matrix from 
reference frame (i, 1) to reference frame i + l. The 
bond vector lt,k,u is represented in the coordinate 
system of bond (i, k). Using the matrix T;,k, 

we obtain the following equation from eq 29: 

* - (hi (kl r;,k,g- I; T;,o l;,h + T;,o l;,k,u (
k-1 ) 

h=O 

We represent the statistical weight matrix for the 
rotation about the bond (i, h) by Vi,h· Vi,h 
depends on the states of bond h-1 and bond h. 

We define rfk,g as r;,k,uaveraged over all configura
tions of the side chain. Then, 

rfk,u=.St-1{i: (J/@T;,o)[Vi,@Ea) II T;, 11]/h-u 

X (E,@lt,h) V},\;-h+ii J/ 
+(J, *@T;,o)[(V;,@Ea) II T;, llhtHi 

X (E tx'l- ) V·(q;-k+ii J. '} 
21\CY 1,,k,g i,k 11 

where 

Using eq 28 and 30, we obtain/J*,: 

-* -1{ q; f k-1 * 
hH=(l/a;)I'; f, a;,k h~i (J, @T;,o) 

where 

X [(V;,@Ea) II T;, 11]/h-ll 
x (E,(8)1;,h) V},\;-h+II J/ 

q; 

+ :E (J, *@T;,o)[(V;,@Ea) II T; llh tHI 
k=I 

L V (q·-klJ '} X i,k i,k'+I " 

1 ai,k 

a;,k= I; a;,k,u 
9=0 

"'k 

L;,k= I; a;,k,u( Vi,k@l;,k,u) 
U=O 

(30) 

(31) 

The summation about k and h in eq 31 is obtained 
by matrices G;,k and H;,h: 

//;"=(1/a;)l';-1 lTi,o O]Gi,'tJs~, 

+[T;,o OJH/'l,i1J/, (32) 
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where 

G,.,~[(V®:) II T[ 

H- =[(V@Ea) II Tjj 
,,k 0 

( V@l) 

V 

0 

t lk 
0 J a'V 

V i,k 

The last term of eq 12 is obtained by the fol
lowing method. Using eq 29, if ~.u is represented 
by 

2 k-1 2 
Flk,u= I; <li,h)+2 I;I; <Li,,li,1) 

h=l lSe</Sk-1 

k-1 

+2I; <Li,hli,k,u)+II,k,o 
h=l 

Substituting matrices Ci,k and Ii,k into this equa
tion, we obtain the following equation: 

-:"2 -2,Q_-1 r *c_(k-1)[ 0 ]v-(q;-k+l)J' 
ri,k,u- JJi Js i,1 E

11 
i,k 1,1 

+2pi-1J4 * 1g-if ~J(Ev@li,k,o) 

X V;;'ici-k+i>J/ +l~,k,u (33) 

where 

( V@Ea) II T II 
0 

(12/2) vj 
V@l 

V i,k 

( V@it) II Tl! ] 
(V@Ea) II T II i,k 

Then, we define fT,2e, by the following equation: 

Substituting eq 33 into this equation, we obtain 

-*2 -2,Q -1 l: J *c.lk-1)[ 0 ]a'. v(q;-k+l)J' ri,ec- JJi k=I s i,1 El,/ i,k i,k 2.1 

+2fi--1 l: J * 1-<k-1>[ 0 ]L· v<q;-k>J' 
i k=l 4 i,1 Ea)J i,k i,k+1 v 

«i,k 2 + I; ai,k,yfi,k,u 
O=O 

Using matrices Mi,k and Ri,k, the summation of 
this equation is obtained: 

-*2 2,a -1J. *M<q·>1. # +2,a -1J. *R <q·> r # rt,e(===· JJi s t,i" s,1- pi s i,1'1, Js,11 

Qi ai,k 

+ I; I; ai,k,ga,k,g (34) 
k=lg=O 
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where 

M,,,f 
( V@lt) II T II (12/2) V 

0 j (V@Ea) II Tl! V@l 0 

0 V a'v 

0 0 0 V i,k 

R,,~[: ( V@lt) II T II n .. ( V@Ea) Jj T II 
0 

Ft,~, is the statistical mechanical average of 
rt,2 over all configurations of side chains when the 
rotational states of bonds j and j + l are, respec
tively, and /;. The statistical average of rt2 
over all configuration of the main chain is obtained 
by the following equation: 

(35) 

where 

[

f{~1U11 • • • rl~vll1v] 

Di= ··········· 
-*2 -*2 
7i,v1llv1 • • • Yi,v.llvv 

From the definition of <rt2) of eq 35 and <rf~) 
of eq 12, we obtain the following relation: 

Using this equation, the last term of eq 12 is ob
tained. 

(l/M)Z-1 I: J/U0 1; 1DiUi~11>J/ 
i=O 

The summation about i of this equation is obtained 
by using the following matrix: 

B·=[U DJ 
' 0 U ; 

Finally, we obtain the following result: 

(36) 

DISCUSSION 

Recently, Mattice6 has obtained the mean
square radius of gyration in the unperturbed state 
of copolymer chains for the case in which the center 
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of mass of each structural unit is situated on each 
skeletal atom, i. e., case I of this paper. But his 
matrix Si is different from our matrices Fi for 
chains with interdependent rotational potentials, 
and Gi for chains with independent rotational 
potentials. The elements in our matrix Gi take 
only suffix i, but those in his matrix Si take suffices 
i-1 and i. That is, his matrix S; depends on the 
characters of structural units i-1 and i. The 
calculation of <S2) 0 is thus very complicated when 
S; is used. For the calculation for a copolymer 
chain composed of two components, the matrix 
S; has to be distinguished into four kinds depending 
on the combination of the two components, but our 
matrix Gi only into two kinds corresponding to the 
respective components. 

We have used a; for the mass of structural unit 
i for our equations. But we can use a; for other 
quantities. For example, <S2) 0 obtained by the 
light scattering method7- 10 is not <S2) 0 based on 
the mass of the structural unit, but <S2) 0 based 
on the polarizability. For a chain composed of 
one component, these two values of <S2) 0 are 
equivalent, but for a copolymer chain these values 
are not usually equivalent. Scholte5 has derived 
an equation of optical <S2) 0 for block copolymers 
consisting of many blocks. Using distribution 
function theory11- 14 , the following equation for the 
optical <S2) 0 for copolymers is obtained. 

<S 2) 0=(1/M2i.i2) I: I: (lJ;m;)(lJ1m¥rL)o (37) 
OS:i<j5:n 

where lJ is the refractive index increment of a 
copolymer, and lJ; is that of structural unit i. Com
paring eq 37 with eq 1, we can calculate the optical 
<S2) 0 using the product of the refractive index 
increment and the mass of each structural unit 
instead of the mass. Thus, we can have a method 
which estimates <s2) 0 from light scattering data. 

APPENDIX 

The Theorem of Lagrange 
A copolymer chain which is composed of n + 1 

structural units is shown in Figure 2. For this 
chain the center of mass of each structural unit 
deviates from the corresponding skeletal atom. 
The squared radius of gyration S2 of this chain is 
represented by 

n Pi 

S 2=(1/M) I: I: a;,kSi,k (Al) 
i=O k=O 

Polymer J., Vol. 10, No. 4, 1978 

Figure 2. A copolymer chain model which has 
differences between the locations of the centers of 
mass of each structural unit and those of the cor
responding skeletal atom. 

where S;,k is the vector from G (the center of mass 
of the whole chain) to the k-th atom of structural 
unit i, i.e., atom (i, k). Using S;*, which is the 

vector from G to G; *, and st, k• which is the vector 
from G;* to atom (i, k), 

* Pi * From the definition of Sq, we obtain I: a;,kSi,k 
k=O 

=0, Using these equations, eq Al is converted 
into the following equation: 

n n Pi 2 

S 2 =(1/M) I; a;S/ 2 +(1/M) I: I; a;,kS;*,k (A2) 
i=O i=O k=O 

The first term of this equation gives the squared 
radius of gyration when the mass of each structural 
unit concentrates on the center of mass of the cor
responding structural unit. The second term gives 
the squared radius of gyration of a structural unit 
averaged over all the units. 

Then, we represent the first term and the second 
term of eq A2 by s*2 and s'2, respectively. Using 

the vector from G;* to G/, i.e., rt1, we obtain 

s* 2 =(1/M2) I: I: a;a1rt/ 
OSi<j::s;:,n 

with 

Substituting eq A4 into A3, we obtain 

s* 2 =(l/M2 ) I:I: a;a1r:; 
05.i<jSn 

(A3) 

(A4) 
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-(2/M2) EE a;ajl/1/ 
OSi<j;S;.n 

n *2 
+(1/M) E a;l; (A5) 

i=O 

Using r[,k which is the vector from the skeletal 
atom (i, 0) to the atom (i, k), we obtain 

2 n Pi *2 
S' =(1/M) E E a;,kri,k 

i=O k=O 
n Pi Pi 

-(1/M) E (1/a;) E E a;,kai,hr{kr;*,h (A6) 
i=O k=O h=O 

From the definition of I;*, 
Pi 

h*=(l/a;) E a;,kr{k 
k=O 

(A7) 

Using eq A5, A6, and A7, we obtain eq AS from 
A2. 

S 2 =(1/M2) EE a;ajr~i 
0$.i<§Sn 

+(2/M2) EE a;ajr;}(l/-1;*) 
0Si<j"5:n 

-(2/M2) EE a;ai/1/ 
0-:S:.i<jSn 

n Pi 2 

+(1/M) E E a;,kr{k 
i=O k=O 

(AS) 

Taking the statistical mechanical average over all 
configurations of this chain, we obtain the final 
result, i. e., eq 12. 
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